The Beja Tribes of the Red Sea Hinterland
It was also about 1840 that the Baraka Delta at Tokar,
which was formerly all forest and grass and grazed over
by the Beni Amer and Hadendowa Tulinab, was cleared
for dukhn cultivation by the Artega from Suakin, paying
dues to the Beni Amer. They were followed by the
Hassanab, Kumeilab and a few Shaiab, and later, at the
beginning of this century, when cotton growing developed,
by the Nurab, the bulk of the Shaiab and other immigrants.
We know little of the remote Atbai in the Turkish
period, except for an account by M. Linant de Bellefondes
who was commissioned by Mohammed All Pasha to lead
an expedition in search of the ancient gold mines in 1831
and 1832. His book L'Etbaye was published in 1854 and
his large map was the only source for cartographers till
1905. He rediscovered the amazing 10th century castles
at Deraheib in the great AUagi wadi, and also a number
of Roman and Arab gold-workings. Linant Bey's des-
cription of the Bisharin and the barren Atbai is interesting
and when in 1929 a Nazir of the Bisharin was for the
first time appointed over the hitherto disunited tribe, it
was useful to find that his clan, the Hamdab, was regarded
in Linant's time as the ruling house.
Other visitors to the Northern Beja in the 19th century
were the famous naturalist and explorer, Georg Schwein-
furth, who in 1864 spent six months between Qoseir and
Suakin, and examined the peculiar flora of both the Elba
hills and Erkowit: he gave the Bisharin a bad character,
but pays tribute to the physical beauty of their young
men : Von Heuglin, who in 1857 sailed down the Red Sea
and gives us a long list of anchorages on the Sudan coast :
J. T. Bent, who in 1896 found a Greek inscription in
Wadi Gabeit and visited the mines and ruins in the foot-
hills between Elba and Port Sudan.
The traveller who,  whether by car or camel,  visits
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